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Abstract

It is expected that, at sub-atmospheric pressures, Rayleigh spec-

tra of simple gases should urLdergo collisional narrorving that counter-
acts the Doppler broadening effect. The study of such a phenomenon

should yield information on intermolecular potentials.

A stabilized high-resolution (- 20 MHz) optical spectrometer, that
was developed and const¡ucted by the author, was used in a laser light
scattering experiment that enabled the obse¡vation of the narrorving
efect.

Rayleigh spectra of SF6 rvere acquired at various sub-atrnospheric
pressuÌes. Analysis of the lineshapes was prevented by the presence of
Brillouin peaks that overlapped the Rayleigh peak. Furthermore, the
Rayleigh peaks in the los'pressu¡e spectra rvere severely distorted by
the presence of backgrou:rd peaks t'hich rvere the resu-lt of stray elas-

tically scattered light originatiug from the glass lvalls of the scattering
cell.

Continuation of the experiment cou-ld only be done at the expeuse
ofredesigning and reconstructing an experimeutal setup that will over-
come the a.forernenti oned obstacles.
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Part I
TNTR,ÛÐUCTXOlN

The purpose ol the rvork described in this tiresis is to gail some insight into in-

te¡molecular potentials by comparing experimenlally acquired Rayleigh line-

shapes of gases at subatmospheric pressures to calculated lineshapes based

on simple potential models. Since direct measuremer.Lt o{ inte¡molecular po-

tentials is infeasible, an indirect metliod of observing tl.re distoriing effects of

molecula¡ collisions on spectral lineshapes rvas devised and employed.

There are man5¡ molecular processes that may contribute to the flnal

form of an experimenlal lineshape. When studying a particular phenornenon,

it ma¡' þs ver¡'dificult to incorporate all these efects into a theoretical cal-

culation of the lineshape. One may start rvith the simple process of Doppler

broadening of a Laser line, but rvhen molecular collisions are introduced, the

lineshape maJ¡ be afiected by the processes of dephasing aud {requelcy mod-

ulatiol (the l¿tter attributed to internal state changes or velocity-altering

collisions).

This experiment is unique in that rve liave ¡educed the number of con-

tributing processes bl' choosing a light-scattering experiment. With the sup-

pression of extraneous efiects, lve are left r¡'ith Doppler lineshape narrorviug

due to velocity-altering collisions (i.e. frequency modulation). This greatly

simplifies the theoretical expressions, and improves the results by eliminating

unrealistic assumptiols made in lineshape models that take otller processes



tnto account,

In constructing a theoretical lineshape, ole starts rvith a simple po-

tential model. A collision kernel, rvhich represents a scheme of t¡ansition

probabilities between incoming and outgoing velocities, is calculated for the

seìected model. This ke¡nel is used to determine the elements of a stocliastic

matrix, rvhich is incorporated in the expression for the lineshape (tvhich as-

sumes the velocity changes to be a Markov process). UnfortunalelS', writing

a computer algorithm to combine all of these lengthy expressions is quite

in golved.

lVe then discuss. in detail, the development and unique construction of

a ri'orking stabilized higli-resolution (- 20 MHz) optical spectrometer. The

basic system consisted of a laser, used as a probe, and a piezoelectrically-

scanned confocal étalon that served as a spectrum analvzer. The technique

of signal averaging rvas used in acquiring the lineshape from the rveak gas-

scattered light signal. Initially, the spectra that the spectrometer produced

rvere of disappointing quality, rvhich .rvas the result of driftilg of the exper-

imental conponents due to environmental changes. A unique stabilization

system u'as implemented. The resulting spectrometer maintained a. stabilit¡,

to rvithin - * 10 MHz, and produced spectra of acceptable quality.



Part II
TE{EORY

Doppler Broadening

In a light scattering experiment invoiving a gas illurninated by a unidirec-

tional radiation source, the frequency profile (neglecting for the moment the

efiects of collisions) of the scattered light v'ill be the result of a double Doppler

efeci. Firstl5', each molecule travelling rvith a velocity component paraliel to

tlte illuminating radiation axis rvill "see" a Doppler shifted frequenc]' in its

ou'n test {rame. Secondll', a detector in the lab frame t'ill "see" a. Doppler

shifted frequenc¡'from each light scattering molecule (not' acting as a mo\¡-

ing liglit source) travelling with a velocity cornporìent parallel to the I'ierving

axis.

\4¡e begin with one stage of the double Doppler efect b1' consideriug the

light scattering molecules as light sources, each radiating the sarne {requenc¡,

in its orvn ¡est frame [1]. If each light source moves relative to a stationarS,

observer rvith a line-of-sight velocit¡' component zr, then the observer will

perceive a frequenc5'

u':v(I+ufc)

rvhere z is the radiation frequency emitted by tire light sou¡ces) and c is the



speed of light. The Doppier shift of the spectrum line is then

|1)u - u = v-

For a dilute gas in thermal equilibrium at absolute temperature Z, the frac-

tiorlal number of molecules that llave a line-of-sight component of velocity in

the range bettveen a a:nð, a ! du is given b¡' the Maxu,ell dist¡ibution function

f (a)d.a = (#h)''' ."o (-#*) o"

Then, for the fractional numbe¡ of molecules that radiate in the frequency

range betrveen v' and v' * d,u', we ltave

f (u')d,v' = (: "'' 
I m "2 ,'] 9¿,'., \v )uv * \z"nr ) ""p l- z*y7e - ,", J ,

and the observed intensitS.is

r (u,) = ¡ 1,¡.*rl- #*Q - rrl
I

u'ith a full rvidtli ¿t haif ireight of

t . 
-1112Lr]i,,r, = 2'- llznz)Yll'cL 'Ìn )

The intensity is then a Gaussia¡r distribution about the center frequency z



The thermal rnotion gives a Doppler broadening of the line, but does not

shift tlìe central frequency because the motion is random with zero mean

velocity (provided the¡e is no bulk motion of the gas) [2]. One may note

that silce the molecular speeds are so much smaller than the speed of light,

the width of the Doppler profile u'ill be ven,small compared to the cent¡al

frequency, and the use of a high-resolution instrumeut will be required in

o¡der to observe it.

A similar result is obtained tvhen the molecules act as observers to

the illuminating radiation. The moiecular population "seeing" the different

Doppler shifted frequencies tvill be Gaussian disl¡ibuted,

When botli Doppler effects act in tandem, the lineshape of the scattered

light turns oul lo be also Gaussian (a consequence of the convolution of tu,o

Gaussian distributions). Hol'ever, the expression for the linewidth is not,

dependent upon tlÌe scatlering angle, and is given by

L"Fin,ru

ryhere á is the scattering angle in the plane defined by the observing direction

and the incident radiation direction; fonyard scattering being d = 0.

2 Effect of Collisions

In fhe presence of intermolecular collisions, the observed monochromatic

rvavetrain from individual scatterers is interrupted, but resurnes shortly after.

.asm-
2
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If the interaction results in a time dela¡', after rvhich the light-scattering

molecule's velocitf is the same as before the collision, the observed frequen-

cies before and after the collision rvill have a pllase shift, and the process is

called dephasing. If the collision results in a chalLge in the velocitl' of the

molecule, but maintains the phase of the scattered u'ave train, then the ob-

served frequenc¡' will be different fron the one before the collision, and tlLe

process is called frequency modulation. Both processes [20], dephasing and

frequenc¡' modulation, have the efect ol distorting tire spectral profile.

Collisiols that are purelv velocity-altering (i.e. frequency modulating)

reduce rnean free paths. Wlien the mean free path becomes cornparable to

or less tlìan the rvaveLength of the scattered radiation, the Doppler lineshape

will exhibit collisional narrorving. On the other hand, collisions that depllase

tire scattered wave t¡ain are responsible for collisional broadeuirlg of the

lineshape. Spectral lines rnay also be broadened as a resull of collisions

betrveen tire gas molecules and the walls of the containing cell [3], but since

the dimensions of the cell used are much greater than tl.re intermolecular

spacings, this efiect is negligible. The narrorving and broadening effects are

competing processes, tvirich complicates the modeling of data acquired in al

absorption experiment. For Rayleigh light-scattering experiments, however,

the narrowing will dominaie in the low-pressure regime because dephasing is

eliminated [4]. Tlius, in choosing a Rayleigh light-scattering experirnent, we

need orìly be concerned rvith Doppler broadening and collisional narrowiÌg.

Tlie narrorving efect may be qualitativel¡' explained using an exam-



ple given by l{ubo [5]. Let us consider two discrete lines in the Irequenc¡,

spectruur. Wlien collisions are introduced, the individual lines rvill obviously

broaden. When the collision rate increases, the lines rvill further broaden to

the point u'here tlÌe)¡ will overlap and eventuall¡, merge into a sharp, single

line centered betrveen the trvo original lines. In principle, this explanation for

two discrete lines may be extended for a continuous lineshape composed of

individual monochromatic liues of difierent intensities. The narrou,ing of the

continuous lineshape rvould become noticeable rvhen these 
'otional 

lines l.Lave

beel individualll' broadened (assuming no overlap witli irnmediate neighbors)

to a ividth comparable to the original continuous line*,idth,

Berman [6] gives a simpler explanation of the narrorying efect. The

normal Doppler phase factor expþË. õt) will, in the presence o{ collisions, be

replaced by (exp(ili-. Aã)) where Añ : I¿ .ú(tt)dtl, r7 is the emitte¡'s velocity,

and the average is over collisior histories. Collisions will reduce (AÃ) or, in

other rvords, confine tìre emitter to a smajler volume and reduce tlie efect of

the Doppler phase factor. Hence as the gas pressure increases, the molecular

collision rale increases, the mean free paths decrease, and tlie spectral profile

narrows.

In the limit of a verS' large collision rate, the lineshape rvill approacli

a Lorentzian form. For a very small collision rate, the profile rvill be ap-

proximately Gaussian. In tire intermediate region [5], tìre lineshape rvill be

Lorentzi¿n nea¡ the center ol the profile, and rvill be Gaussian far out in the

rr'ings . Hence as the collision rate increases (by isothermall¡, increasing the



pressure)r the LorentzialL form rvill progressivel¡' "push" the Gaussian fo¡m

at'a¡' from the profile center.

Various collision-narrowed Doppler proflles have been derived b¡, as-

sumilg particular velocitl'-changing collision kernels, rvhich represent tran-

sition probabilities between velocities of active molecules before and after a

collision [7]. In prilciple, this analysis may be .inverted" so tirat a spec-

tral lineshape ma)¡ be üsed to ¡ecover inforrnation about the wa)¡ in which

collisions alter velocities.

Varghese and Hanson [8] discuss two limiting cases in u'hich one may

analytically model the distortion of a spectral profile due to velocit]'-altering

collisions:

In the hard-collison limit, a single collision sufices to erase all stochastic

memory of any previous state of motion, and induces complete ther-

malization. The velocity distribuiion after every collision is assumed to

be Maxrvellian. The model holds when the perturbers are considerably

mote massive than the radiation-scatiering molecule.

In the soft-collision model, the motion-changing collisions are individu-

ally negligible and onl¡' collectively sl.rou' an observable efect rvhich ma¡,

be mathematically modelled using Brou'nian motion theory since tliere

is a strong correlation betrveen the velocity of the molecule before and

after collision. Hence many collisions are required for t]iermalization.

This lnodel is appropriate lor collisions u'ith relatively light perturbers,

but is lot necessarily restricted io this situaiio¡r since small-angle scat-



tering from the long range part of the intermolecular potential ma1'

cause i¡rfinitesimal velocity changes.

\/arghese and Hanson [8] also siate that although the lineshape {unc-

tions derived from the trvo models are analytically different, the resulting

profiles are numericali¡' quite similar since both contain a pararneter which

is related lo the efective frequency rvith l'hictr the initial molecular veloc-

itv is random zed by collisions. In the hard collision model, this frequency

is tìre collision frequenc¡', but in the so{t colìísion model, the eflective {re-

querìcy is related to an optical difusion coeficient. Hence the narrorvir.Lg

condition (mean free path < scattered radiation wavelength) holds lor both

collision models, but in the tveak-collision timil the mean free path would

more appropriately be replaced by the distance travelled by the molecule

in order to undergo, say, a g0o deflection [7]. Alihough the hard and soft

collision models represent extreme limits, the previous claims regardiug the

inverse dependence of lineshape on collision rate, aud the resulting asvmp-

totic Lorentzian profile as the collision rate approaches infinii¡,, also hold in

the intermediate regiou (betrveen hard and soft). it is in this ¡ealistic in-

termediate region that rve would like lo find an analytical expression, based

orì ou¡ own rnodels, that can successfuliy explain and predict experimentally

acquired collisionally nar¡orved Doppler lineshapes.



3 Comparison between Light-Scattering and
Absorption

Experimental studies on Doppler narrorving liave previously been conducted

using infrared absorption techniques. Horvever, the author is unau,are ol any

such resea¡ch using light-scattering techniques. \\¡ith the evolution of the

confocal arrangemer.Lt, rvirich makes use of spherical mirrors instead of the

conìmon plane mirrors, the étalon has been made insensitive to the paral-

lelism of the mirror pair, and hence one form of inte¡ferometer misalignment

and instabilit¡' has been eliminated. Furthermore, v'ith the advent of highly-

reflective dielectric mirrors, verl¡ high finesse (i.e. resolution) values have

been achieved. The addition of a piezoelectric driving element alloy,s the

étalon to be used as a basic optical spectrum analyzer. Typical applica-

tions [9] of such a scanning interferometer include the measurement of laser

linervidihs, laser frequency stabilit¡', and mode structure characterization of

the bandwidth of mode-locked lasers. It is a challenge to use this instrument

as a specialized high-resolution spectrometer in a Iigirt-scattering experiment,

outside tlie realm of its standard use in monitoring laser performance.

Absorption experiments use the technique of pressure-scanning [10] the

absorption line of the gas under investigation across the emission frequency

of a laser running single mode. Since the use of a monochromator is not

required, instrumental distortion of the spectrum is negligible, There are,

hos'eve¡, inherent limitations and disadvantages, The spectral lineshape is

sensitive to collision-induced internal phase disturbances which may broaden

10



the line. Heuce the spectral profile is r.rot purel5' the result of Doppler broad-

ening and collision n¿r¡ou'ing, and it is often difficult to separate these eflects

from tÌrose rvhich arise from internal state ciranges because the combinations

ma¡' be complicated, or the fo¡m of the extraneous broadening may be un-

knou'n a, priori. There exist lineshape models (Galatr¡', etc,) though, which

take simultaneous account of both the kinematic and internal effects, bul

theS' ¡s1t on unrealistic assumptions such as lhe limitatìon fo hard/sofl coì-

lisions, and the treatment of internal state-perturbing and veloci ty-changing

collisions as being statistically uncorrelated [8]. Futhermore, the pressure-

scanning technique is not alr'ays possible because it requires that the laser

{requency should overlap tlie frequenc¡' of an absorption line . The required

frequency range usually lies in the infra¡ed region of the radiation spectrum,

since electronic transitions (t'hich lie in and above the visible) a¡e urmanage-

ably complex. Working in the infrared necessitates the use of thermal detec-

tors u'hich have worse signal-to-noise characteristics than quantum detectors

rvliich are available lor the visible. Finallt', pressure-scanning expe¡iments can

only measure a singìe point {rom the lineshape at each of several pressures,

r¿ther than all points for any single pressure. As a result, data interpreiation

is model depeudent ¿nd must be fitled to preconceived tlieoretical profiles,

In general, statistical correlations betrveen collision-induced phase and ve-

iocity changes produce an absorption lineshape more conplicated than the

convolutio¡r of the notional lineshapes tliat each rvould produce on its olvr.

McOartan and Lrvin [11] explain that during a collision the perturbers may

11



be tliought of as streaming past the radiator i\¡it1Ì mean velocit¡, opposite

to that of the radiator so that the relative perturber velocit]' distribution

depends on the velocity of the radiating atom. Hence the collision frequeucl,,

the distribution of phaseshifts in the collision, and the distribution of changes

in radiator velocity all depend on the velocity of the ¡adiator.

Scatterir.Lg experiments are performed bl' maintaining a frxed gas pres-

sure and scanning the scattered iight with a monochromator. Although the

scattered light signal is significantly lorver than the signal in an absorption-

tvpe experiment, signal-averaging and novel instrumenl stabilization tech-

niques (u'hich have been deveìoped and successfully applied by lhe author,

and rvhich will be described in detail in follorving chapiers) have rnade ìo.w-

signal, high-quality spectrum acquisition possible. Since the appropriate op-

erating pressure regime occu¡s u']rere the incident radiation rvavelength is

comparable to the mean free path of the molecules, and since the incident

radiatior rvavelength used in a scattering experiment is approxim¿tel), an

orde¡ of magnitude smaller than that used in an absorptiou experiment, one

ma¡' operate at a correspondingly larger pressure (10 times) for scattering,

u'hich makes gas handling more practical at the lou' pressures required in

investigations of narrou'ing. Since only the r.vidth of the spectral line is of

concern ald ¡rot the central frequency, the experiment may be performed

using any desired or convenient laser wavelength (single mode). The advan-

tage o{ using a monochromalor is that actual high-resolution lineshapes may

be obtained directly from the experiment, rather than indirectl¡' through frt-



trng measuremelts to preconceived lineshape functions. Althougli the mea_

sured profile rvili almost certainly be instrumentally broadened, the interplay

betrveen physical broadening and the instrumental efiect is knou,n to take

ihe reiatively simple form of a convolution, and hence the lineshape ma¡,

in principle be deconvoiuted to .extraci, the physical ilformation. Finally,

as mentioned earlier, lineshape narrotving due to velocity-altering collisions

rvill dorlinate over phase-interrupting coilisions in the lorv-pressure regime

for Rayleigh light-scattering experiments, and hence one does not have to be

concerned about disentangling the trvo eflects.

4 Markovian Modulation

\4¡hen a physical process can be expressed as a diferential equatio', a'd rvhen

emphasis is placed on mean values rather than probability distributions, a

deterministic model has the advantage of greater mathematical simplicit5,.

Hou'ever, tvhen the process is complex and is subject to influences that call-

not be exactly evaluated, such as those found in molecular interactions, the

probabilistic model rnay be mo¡e flexible, in that changes of state can be rig-

orously examined in terms of their relative probabilities of occurrence [15].

Markov chains belong to the ìarge class of stoch¿stic process models,

stochastic theory bei'g the theoretical t¡eatment of a problem i'rvhich one

assurnes the random nature of the lorces acting on a system. The first-order

Markov model is characterized by the condition that the state of the system

at event E" is depeldent only upon the state at event E,_1. In our experi-

13



me t) one corìsiders tlie nolecular collisions as first-order l\{arkov processes,

silice the velocities of trvo molecules after collision are solely dependeni on

their free-flight velocities immediateiy before collision, and not on any prior

history.

Given the fact that the molecula¡ interactions are Marko.r'ian, lve mav

no*' provide the co¡tnection betrveen a collision kernel and the intensity dis-

tribution of the scatte¡ed liglit in the experiment. One rnay consider the

modulated frequencies of the scattered lighi to be Markovian silrce the fre-

quencies are solely dependent on the molecular velocities, .w'hich are in turn

influenced b5' l{¿¡l¡6f i¿s processes.

The follou'iug is an outline of the essential results for a randomly mod-

ulated oscillator [5]. The equation o{ motion ol an oscillator is given by

ù, : iu(t)æ

where c.r(f) is the frequency rvith random modulation. The time average of

r..'(l) is

tno ) ['.1t7at=u=uoT-æ I Jo

and thus r..,(/) is rvritten as

u(t)=uo+ul(t)

rvhere ø1(ú) represents tire fluctuation in frequency (later to be considered

1.4



Nlarkovian), the average of which is zero. Thus u.,(f) represents some raldom

process, but, fu¡ther lve assume it to be stationary in time and ergodic. After

integration, ù = i.u(t)r becomes

^r1\-^ 
( ¡l I

æ(¿., : æo exp 
\iuot + i J" 

ut(L')dt' 
J

Since c..,(l) is a random process) æ(f) is also a random process. A physical sys-

tem consisting of a large number oÍ entities ma]' be regarded as an ensembìe.

A physical observation on the system rvill thus correspond to the ensemble

average given b¡'

('(¿)) = æ(g)ei'ol ("*v; l"',,1t¡at)

= 0. We define the relaxation functionrvhere æ(0) is the initial value of æ at

o{ the oscillaior as

öe) = (."vt l"' ,,e,)at')

Finally, the intensity distribution, given by

t(u - us) = + l:ó(Ðe-íþ--.)t dt

is rvhat is observed directly in a dispersive experiment, and is broadened

around the centre ø¡ by the random modulation ar1(ú). Ttre rnain conce¡n is

the rvidth or shape of this line, and its relation to the nature of the modula-

tion.



For Ma¡kovian modulatiolL, the inter.Lsity dist¡ibution [5] becomes

r@) = !p"(-u; _å _',^)

rvhere {¡ is a row vector the elements of r'liich are the occupation probabilities

of each state at equilibrium, 7¡ is a column vector, each of rvhose elements is

one, and tvhose rank is the same as that of {¡, O is a diagonal matrix ivith the

slate frequencies as the diagonal elements, and D is a ,,stochastic matrix,,

defined by Dij: 
"¡; 

D jk = -cjpjkl r'here c¡ is the reciprocal o{ the lifetime

of tlre state E¡ and p¡x is the transilion probabilit¡, frorn E¡ to .Ð6 such that

Ð4¡¡p¡x = 1. It is matrix D that is determined by the collision kernel,

If the frequencies uj become continuous (as in our experinental case),

the basic l\4arkovian process has to be treated as a continuous process, for

which D is replaced by an integrai operator or a difierential operator [5]. The

more uranageable treatment iu terms of discrete frequencies can, horvever, be

presen'ed if the velocity space of the scattering rnolecule is arbitrarily divided

into cells of flnite size, and if these cells are treated as discrete states. It
is important to ¡eaìize though that discretizing tlie lineshape (say througir

digitization of the scattered liglit signal) is not the sanre as discretizing the

states in the theoretical calculations of tire lineshape.

to



5 Collision Kernel

Norv that an expression for the lineshape in terms of the stochastic matrix has

been obtained, rve are prepared to select an appropriate collision kernel. One

may recall that such a ke¡nel represents a scheme of transition probabilities

betrveen incoming and outgoing velocities. All the properties of the velocit¡.

chalging collision process are contained in tìre collision kernel.

There are innurnerable ways of constructing collision kernels. However,

it is desi¡able to select one lhat closel]' m¿1¿hss tlie problem at hand, u'hile

still maintaining a ievel of mathematical simplicity. The most commonl¡'

used kernel is tìre phenomenological kernel of Keilson and Stórer [17]

t4' (u', ú' ) = I ['( a, )'] -'l' *t 
I 

r 
l--=#1

where 14!(a,õt)dri' is the probability per urrit time that a particle rvitli ve-

locit¡' ¿- rviil undergo a transition to a volume d,it aboui r.r-l, I is the (speed-

independent ) rale of collisio¡rs, cr is a parameter u'hich depends on the acti.r.e

and perturber atom mass ratio, and

¡"=(1 - or)rlru

is 1Æ times the ¡ms velocity change per collision. A major feature of the

Keilson-Störe¡ kernel is its mathematical simplicity (it has the form of a.

displaced Gaussian rvhose rvidth and shift a¡e determined by the parameter

TI



a) ivhich allou's analytical expressions to be obtained [161.

The hard sphere model, represented by classical collisions betteen

molecules having a hard sphere intermolecular potential [21] (lz : 0 for

r ) re and I/ = oo for r < ro), is more realistic (but more elaborate) than

the Keilson-Störer model, yel remains relatively simpie compared to even

more realistic intermolecular potentials. The hard sphere kernel is given by

the follorving, considerably more complicated, expression [16]:

t4'(d,õ) :

.+ (+y)*o l-i ('-' T)l {, - "* lt+l ) Ë t -p; å] }

rvlrere B2 : molm", Ê = (¡ - z,'')/2, rvhere " -- VE|TJ r"", ?| is the remper-

ature characterizing the active atoms, rno is the mass of the perturber atom,

aud rno is the mass of the active atom. In this case, the collision kernel

I,V(u',õ) gives the probability density per unit tirne for a collision rvith the

perturber bath to cliarge the velocit¡' o{ an active particle from r'¡ to t'-.

The collision keruel, I'hichever it ura¡' be, is not quite in proper form to

be used in evaluating the stochastic matrix Ð, r'hich expects elemenls involv-

ing inverse lifetimes. Given the velocity-changing collision kernel I4l(u-,, o'),

a transfo¡malion is needed to provide the desired form of l4l(//,/). The

variable / is proportional (but not identical) to the modulated scatteriug

*d4 ¿lÌu ls lJ+Hn{, - -'l(1Y), ',



ànd

frequencS', and is therefo¡e usable for indexing the initial and final states

in the stochastic matrix. (The primed and unprirned variable corresponds

to before and after collisiol respectit'ely.) For right-angle scattering, the

conve¡sion is given by the follou'ing expression [18]

w(Í',Í): #* | a,t' f a",,"

u'here
tt

u = qu"taota,)= \ 2

. .fu=l'u^.1),..1J-I=l!
'2

rvhere 4/: þL-û1rt, and 4: @"-")lrÕ
We notv have all the steps requíred in generating a theoretical line-

shape frorn a given intermolecular potential (say hard sphere). This theoret-

ical lineshape provides a basic form that one mal' nrold to the experimental

lineshape. Once an adequate matching has been made, one mav acquire

information on horv the experimental lineshape deviates from the chosen in-

termolecular potential model. One may tlien compare results o{ diferent

theoretical models. Constructing a computer algorithm that incorporates all

tlie ingredients needed in gelerating the theo¡etical lineshape, and that al-

lorvs o¡re to rnatch an experimental lineshape, holvever, na5, be a formidable

task, For this reason, il is un{ortunate that such au endeavor must be left as

-;¡("?+n'') 
" I an I a""w¡A,a¡

rÍ ? ,'l 
-.U-l^/2'2 J2' "'
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a future project

6 IJn Soupçon de Brillouin

Up to nou', our discussion has neglected the presence of the Brillouin doublet

in the scattered light spectrum. The Rayleigh line (of interest here) generally

occurs centered bettveen the lines of the concomitanl B¡illouin doublet. The

occurrence of a Brillouin efect in gases is to be expected on the basis of

a fluid model for the gas. Brillouin scattering .n'ill be observed tvhen the

mean free path o{ the molecules of the gas is less than tlie wavelengtli of the

thermal elastic rvave. Furthermore, pressurization ll] should serve to bring

about this condition at a given temperature.

One nay be concerned about the presence ofthe Brillouin doublet since

it rnay inhibit the measurernent of the Rayleigh line. Depending upon the

scattering angle, the nature of the gas and its pressure, the Brillouin peaks

ma5' be relatively lou' in intensit¡', and/or, may be rvell separated from the

Ra¡'leigh line. ln these situations, the desired inforrnation nay be successfully

extracted f¡orn the Rayleigh lineshape.

Since the outcome of the spectrum is depetdent upon the combination

of the aforementioned factors, it mal' be difrcull to knorv a priori whetller

a particular set of elements will produce a spectrum of measurable quality.

By var¡'ing one ol the factors in order to suppress the Brillouin peaks, one

mal' be sacrificing other dependent factors (such as scattering intensit¡, or

Doppler linewidth).
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Part III
EXP ER,IMEI{TAT, Á. S F EC T S

7 General Overview of the Experiment

Molecular spectroscopv may be performed by using either a scattering or

an absorption method. The advantages and disadvantages of both these

techniques have been previously discussed. In choosing the scattering-type

experiment, one ma¡' benefit f¡om its advantages over the absorption alter-

native, and may attempt to lessen its limitations to the poinl of achieving

satisfying results. The same may be said about choosing the absorption-type

experiment, but jts restrictions are more difücult to overcome. In the sequel,

all discussions will deal exclusively wittr the scattering metliod.

' In this chapter, we rvill follorv the development and construction of a

stabilized high-resolution optical spectrometer, rvhich will be used in rnea-

suring collisionall¡' narrorved Rayleigh iineshapes in gases at subatniospheric

pressures. The ttvo main limitatior.rs that must be surrnounted are lineshape

resolution and signal intelsit¡'.

Let us flrst determine rvitat resolution is needed in order to gain line-

shape information rvith adequate accuracy. À typica.l inhomogeneous Doppler

Iinewidth is about 103 MHz. Ifthis undergoes significant collisional narrorving

's'ith increasing pressure, the resolution required (- 20 MHz) approacl.Les the

limit practicallv obtainable f¡om étalon monochromato¡s. Moreover, cornpo-

uent stability is esse¡rtial since complete data accumulation usually requires
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finite-time acquisition. Bach component in the system must be individually

stabilized. If this requirement cannot be achieved, action must be taken to

handle the efects.

The fraction of scattered radiation from molecules in a lou' pressute

gas is verJ' smal1. Rayleigh-B¡illouin scattering ofl solids is often done, but

scattering intensities are approximatei l' three orde¡s of magnitude ìarger than

corresponding gas scattering intensities since this is also the densit¡' ¡¿116 e¡

the trvo. In order to record the lineshape detail of a l'eak gas-scattered

light signal with adequate accuracy) we incorporated the technique of signal

averaging.

In order for signal averaging to be efective, one requires low noise,

signal stability, and lolg accumulation tirnes:

There are essentially trvo forms of noise that nray be experienced,

namely light and electrical noise. Although it ma¡' seem obvious to mini-

mize tliese agents that may reduce clarity of the signal or add arlifacts, it

may be dificult to locate sources of noise. For example, a strong 120 Hz sig-

nal originated from the "radiation emission" warning light located directly

above the output aperture of the laser. The unwanted signal was detected by

the photornultiplier tube and resulted in artifacts in the accurnulated spec-

trum. The problem tvas remedied rvith a mask over the light source. Anotlier

strorrg source rvas discove¡ed to be the laser power suppìy, whose electrical

noise rvas picked up by ihe pliotomultiplier tube preamplifier. A good grourld

strap conlected to tire table eliminated the problem.
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Signal averaging requires absolute systern stability for it to be useful.

In order to avoid severe distortion of an acquired lineshape, it is essential that

the data from each scan of the monochromator remain in register rvith those

from previous scans, Since the analysis involves meaurement of ìinewidth,

broadening due to svstem drift should be minimized. Tliis is a serious prob-

lem as spectral distoriion maJ¡ arise from the combination of the instabilities

of the various components of the experiment. For example, if the excitiÌLg

(laser) {requencl'drifts; the recorded spectrum rvill be correspondingly dif-

fuse. The output frequency of our single-mode argon ion laser will ¡emain

stable only to rvithin - 50 MHz, which could significantl¡' degrade tlie quality

of a signaì-averaged spectrum.

Tlie piezoelectrically (PZT) scanned étalon is probabl¡' the main source

of instability [a]. The d¡iving voltage must remaiu consistent from scan to

scan in order to keep the scans in register with one another. Othenvise,

the resulting spectrum rvill be correspondingly poor in quality. Further line-

shape degradation mav result i{ the response of tl.Le piezoelectric crl¡stal to

the applied voltage changes in time as the crystal fatigues. More serious is

the problem of ambient temperature and pressure fluctuations. I{ the mir-

rors o{ the éfalon are - 4 cm apart and are supported b¡' a structure witl.r

tllermal expansion coeficient of - 1g-l¡¡-t (t¡'pical for metals), then a tenr-

perature change of 1 K produces a chalge in the optical cavity lengtl.r ou the

orde¡ of 4000 Å, which is comparable to an optical t,avelength (5145 Å), and

ryould sufice to shift the resonarce frequencies bJ' at ìeasi a full l¡ee spectral
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range, the result o{ r'hich would be the obliteration of any informatiol in

the signal-averaged spectrum. Similar degradation may result {rom t¡'pical

fluctuations ilL atmospheric pressure, in addition to temperature changes, Al-

thougli hermetically-sealed and temperature-regulated étalons are commer-

cially available, they would represent only a partial solution to the problem

of frequency drift in recorded spectra, because they suppress changes in only

the optical length of the étalol cavity.

Finally, if the scattered light intensit¡' is lorv, then long accumulation

times are lìecessar¡' for spectral features to be resolved. Stability is only one

of the requirements to have the experiment run for a long time duration.

Other factors may prevent the operation from continuing indefinitely. For

example, the water that cools the argol laser is fiitered. In surnmer, n'ater

turbidity is much higher thal that in rvinter. As a result, .n'ater filters clog

much sooner. Furthermore, rvaler pressure in summer is sometimes h¿i{ of

that in rvinter. The laser's interlock system responds to this reduced rvaler

flow by shuttilg dorvn the laser. The t¡'pical operation time o{ several weeks

in s'inter is reduced to a. critical 20 hours in sunmer. Hence one must attempt

to get as much signal as possible while keeping noise to a minimum. Finall5',

as rvill be discussed later. s¡'stem stabilization may only be efective for frnite

deviations from iuitial operating conditions. If the extent of the deviations

increases rvith time, then accumulation time is again limited to a maximum.

However, possible remedies fo¡ these restrictions will be discussed at a later

time.
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In an attempt to stabilize the entire system, il may be possible to

use a flducial line (usually the Rayìeigh line) in the measured spectrum as

a reference point from u'liich frequency shifts are measu¡ed (a technique

used in some commercial stabilization devices). Provided that the repetitioÌr

period of the scan is short enougli in relation to the characteristic time for

frequency drifts, any drift thaf does occur will be common to the reference

line and to tlie spectral feature being measured; the frequency displacement

betrvee¡r the trvo rvill be unafected. This technique does not prevent drifts

in any particular component; il merely conpensates for its efect on tÌie

signal-averaged spectrum, rvhether the frequenc".r' drift arose from changes in

optical length ol the étalon cavit¡', or from the other facto¡s aforementioned.

The method of operation is as follows. One uses the inherent advantage of

memor)' irl a multichannel analyzer to look back in time. Two nearby blocks

of memory are used as spectral windorvs, one on either side of the memorJ'

location of the peak of the reference line. The integrated intensities within

the t'ri'o windo*'s are compared on each scan. The diflerence bet*,een them

is fed back as aD error signal. The phase at rvl.rich recording of the spectrum

begins during the next scan is then appropriately advanced or retarded, so as

to annul the error. In this way, the memory location of the reference peak is

held roughly constant, and thus also the locations of other spectral features.

When applied to tlie present experimenl, the method just described

has several shortcomings. Pholon count rates on the orde¡ o{ 103 Hz are

required at the reference line in order for the metilod to rvork reliably. As



previoush, mentiotìedJ signal intensities o{ lou'-p¡essure gases are relativel¡'

low (- 1¡ Hz), which makes the method in{easible. Also, the jitter in t}re

memory location of the Rayleigh peak on successil'e scans rvill be comrnensu-

rate with the rvidth of the Rayleigh line. This is unsatisfactory as a frequency

teference, if the objeci o{ tire experiment is to measure the Rayleigh lineshape

itself.

The techlLique of using a fiducial line as a refe¡euce frequency [23] has

been adapted in such a u'ay as to preserve its inherent advantages, lvhile

allorving a meaningful measurement of the Rayleigh lineshape at ver¡' l61y

signal levels (- itt Hz). The technique [4] involves the diversio. of part of

the excitation laser beam along the axis of the étalon to provide the refer-

ence frequencJ'. Evel a minute fraction of the avaiiable beam intensity is

anlple to provide the s¡'nchronizing signal required to control the start of

data collection on each scan. Hence the beam used for scattering off the

gas still maintains most of its porver. A highly reproducible analog trig-

ger signal is obtainable by processing the referelce-peak sigual pulse-train

rvith a simple amplifying loï,-pass filter, follou'ed bJ' a voltage-level trigger-

ing circuit. Since the diverted lighl has not been scattered, the reference

line is not Doppler-broadened, and is therefore much nìore monochromatic

than the Rayleigh line whose profile is to be measured. Thus the resolu-

tion of this measurement is limited only by the frnesse of the étalon; it need

not be significantl"v degraded by uncertainty in the position of the refe¡ence

peak. Since the excitation and relere¡rce frequencies are the same, the ¡e{e¡-
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elÌce line ivill automaticall¡' track any frequency drift in the scattered-liglit

spectrum. Finally, since this stabilization technique relies solely on the un-

scattered reference beam, the experirnent may be performed for the smalìest

of scattered-light signal strengths. In the event of stronglv scattered signals,

tì.re reference signal intensity mav easily be increased to avoid false trigger-

ing of the Rayleigh peaks; tlìe upper limit of the reference intensit¡' must

obviously be safely handled by the seusitive detector.

I He-Ne Laser Stabilization

The experiment rvas first attempted using a 1 mW He-Ne laser as the source

of exciting radi¿tion. In order to obtain a resolution o1 20 MHz, a stability

rvithin tliat figure tvas required of the source. Since the laser was not de-

signed to provide that kind of stabiÌity independently, an extrinsic frequency

stabilization system (see Figure 1) tvas required, The setup directly and con-

tinuously monitored the output of the laser, and corrected any drifts in the

frequency that occur¡ed.

Light-scattering experirnents are inherently wasteful of light. Thev are

inefficient because onl5' a ver), small fractio¡ of the incident lase¡ beam is

scattered off the gas rnolecules, aud only a fractiolr of the scattered light

is actually detected. The rnajority of the photons passes titrough the cell,

unscattered, into a beam dump. The laser siabilization method conveuiently

made use of this unscattered be¿.m.
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Figure 1: He-Ne laser frequency stabilization system
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The ulLscattered laser beam exiting the cell ivas significantly extended

in rvidth by passing it through a biconcave lens (focal length = 50 mm)

folloried by a biconvex lens ({ocal length = 100 cm). This rvide beam filled

the ent¡ance aperture of a plane mirror Fabry-Pérot étalon (fitted tvith a

49.99 mm spacer) and produced a circular fringe pattern that had a rnaximal

spatial resolution of the rings. \4rhen the jaser output drifted, the rings

would expand or contract radiall¡'. A phototransistor (NPN TIL81) was

placed directly behind the étalon and monito¡ed tlie intensity of the passilg

fringes. Tìre output of the phototransistor provided the signal for an electrical

feedback circuit (see Figure 2).

The output of tire circuit porvered a Nichrome heating coil (resistance

of - 15 Ohms) that rvas intimately rvrapped around the bare laser tube.

The coil was prelieated before the feedback circuit rvas engaged. Since the

amplified outpul tvas allotved to su'ing from 0 V to 15 !, the coil rvas healed

ri'ith a steady direct current equiva.lent to the opamp midpoint of - Z \/ (t,o

allou'maximum iatitude for the correction signal) . !\/hen the laser tube l.L¿d

come to thermal equilibriurn (indicated by static fringes as rnonitored by the

phototransistor) the circuit \r'as slvitched into feedback mode. The circuit

rvould automatically lock onto a particular fringe ald prevent it from moving

by increasing or decreasing the current to the coil. The laser output would

then be stabilized. To impror.e the performance of the system, the laser

tube was shielded from ambient air cur¡ents that rvould radically change its

temperature.
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Figure 2: Control block {eedback schematic
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Because o{ the periodiciiS'of the fringes, tire system provided negative

feedback (stability) no matter.rvhat tìre sign o{the feedback rvas initially. The

sign of the feedback rvould correspond to the slope o{ a intensity-versus-radial

position (on the fringe pattern) curve. If tire sign happened initially to be

positive, rvith the detector positioned, say, on tl:.e rising edge of a {ringe, then

the fringe pattern rvould shift until a stable operating point was found rvith

the detector sitting on the falling edge of a fringe.

This method rvas ¿bandoned because the stability acl.rieved did not

meet our requirements. This ma5' have been due lo drifts in the optical

path length of the monitoring Fabrr'-Pérot étalon, rvhich was susceptibie

to er.Lvironmental changes (i.e. temperature, pressure). In this case, the

frequency drift of the laser rvould have follorved the drift in the optical path

length of the Fabry-Pérot.

The 1 m\Ã/ extriusicall¡' stabilized He-Ne laser was replaced bv an argon

ion lase¡ (Coherent lnnova g0-5), operating single-mode ¿t 5145 Å (by using

an intracavity étalon), with a C\4¡ potver outpul of about 300 rn\\¡. The

argon laser's nominal frequency drift of aboul 50 À{Hz is superior to the

stability obtained bl'the He-Ne laser system. Furthermore, the amount of

scattered light is increased by 300 fold bec¿use of the higher primar¡, beam

intensity. Also, because the number of photons scattered is proportional

to the fourth power of the excitation frequency, the rvavelength change from

632S Å (He-Ne) to 5145 Å (Ar+) results in a further doubling of the scattered

intensity. Moreover, photon count rates increase fronr the change because



the quantum efficiency of photomultiplier tubes is higher for radiation of the

latter w¿¡'elength.

I Description of the Basic Experiment

The follotving is a description of the basic light-scatteriug experiment (see

Figure 3). The laser beam passes through a glass cell containing the gas

sample under investigatiol. To suppress stral'light, the cell is equipped with

a Wood's horn (s'hich eliminates light that is scattered torvard the back of

ihe cel1), and Brervste¡-angle entrance and exit rvindorvs. A half-rvave plate

is positioled iu the beam path between the laser and the celi. The beam

polarization is adjusted so that the electric field vector is perpendicular to the

vierving direction. This rvill ensure the detectio¡r of the maimum amount of

scattered 1ight. The Brewster-angle entrance and exit.rvindoivs are o¡íentedin

such a rva¡' as to eliminate reflections ¿t the u'indorvs. Tlie cell is bl¿ckened

on the outside, except for small rvindow clearances, to prevent light from

piping along the cell rvalls and escaping at the corners, adding additional

light noise. A mask of adequate aperture size (- 4 mm) is placed ol the

cell's vierving r¡,'indou', - 2 cm from lhe light filament, The purpose of the

mask is to restrict tlìe source area as nearly as possible to a point, u,hich will

serve as the focal point for a collimating biconvex lens (rvith a focal length

of 30 rnm). The light rays emerging from the lens will be parallel not only to

each other, but alsc.¡ to the principal axis oI tlie monochromator, which has

a small acceptance angle (- 0.5' ptanar a¡gle).



Figure 3: Basic experimental layout
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The scattered light ihen enters the monochromator [4], rvhich is a piezo-

eiectrically (PZT) scanned confocal étalon lBurleigh SA-200-B (450-550 nni)]

rvith a free spectral range (FSR) ol2 GHz and a nominal flnesse of 200 (our

owrì measurements indicate a more disappointing practical value of about

100). The étalon is driven by a high-voltage rarnp, generated by a 8038 pre-

cision Waveform Generator chip, the sawtooth output of rvhich is amplifred

b¡'a Kepco OPS-1000 irigh-voltage operational porver suppl¡,. Tire repetition

period for the rvaveform is approximatel¡' 0.2 s (short enough so that ary

frequency drift occurring during the course of a single scan is legligible).

The voltage ramp is biased so as to satisfi':

1. the need to a,void reverse Ì¡oltages across the PZT, which may depole

the device; and

2. the desirability of operating in the voltage region rvhere the response

of the PZT is most nearly linear, since it should correspond to a linear

time base for the moliochromator frequency.

Since the high-voltage amplifier configuralion requires a floating input,

the lorv-voltage chip was initially porvered bl bafteries. Tlie battery output

rveakened by al appreciable amount over the course of a complete spectrum

acquisition. As the batteries graduallv died, the slope of the voltage ramp

would decrease, and the accumulated spectrum rvould becorne disto¡ted as

the result of later scans becoming horizontally magnifled. The batteries rvere

replaced rvith a stable 20 V regulated pou'er supply that could tolerate being

floated by several hundred volts.



Tlie range of the voltage ramp (- 200 V - 500 \/) is selected so that

the frequelcy scan spans 3 to 4 free spectral ranges. The recorded part of

the scan must spalL at least a full f¡ee spectral range so that the tecurretÌce

interval for a given spectral feature ma5' be used to calibrate the frequer.Lcy

scale of the spectrum.

Light passed bl'the monochromator is detected by a photomultiplier

tube (PMT) (RCA C3i034). The tube is cooled to - -30 C b¡' ¿ p"11i"r-

junction refrigerated PN{T housing (Products For Research, Inc., model TE-

104TS), incorporating its own temperature-controller/pol'er suppl¡', running

full porver; this reduces the dark count rate Lo 3-4 Hz. The PMT is joined

to the étalon by a cardboard cone that is l'axed on its interio¡ surface to

prevent any rvater vapor from penetrating and fogging the housing windorv

(u'hich is already temperature insulated by a double pane rvindotv filled l'ith
lorv thermal-conductive argon). A desiccant is placed inside the sealed cone

to ensure further fog prevention. It is irnportant that the Pi\4T r','indotv

should not fog because this u'ould drasticall¡' reduce (because of dispersion)

tlte count rate of the already iow scattered signal, The PMT electrical signal

is sent to an O¡tec 113 Scintillation Preamplifier, follorved b5' a Canberra

1413 Spectroscop¡' Àmplifier, ar.Ld an Ortec 455 Timing Single Channel Ana-

lyzer (SCA). A pulse height spectrum of the amplifier output shows a bimodal

distributioli representiug dark counts (due to thermiouic emission of the pho-

locathode) and light coulìts. Tlìe SCA lorver discriminator level is set at the

valley of this feature, tvhich is assur¡ed to represent the optimum position
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(that ivhich admits most of the light counts ryhile rejectilg most o{ the dark

counts).

The photon counts are reco¡ded bv a Nicolet 1070 series multi-channel

anall'2s¡ (4096 channel X[CA), operatilg in a multi-channel scaling mode

rvith the SW-718 Wide Range Sweep Control plug-in module. Since both

the MCA time base and the PZT voltage ramp are linear, the I\4CA channel

numbers rvill be in linear proportion to the spectral frequency (to the extent

that the PZT r.oltage response is linear), and the system will function as

an optical spectrum analyzer. Data acquisition begilìs on each scan nhen

a start signal is received from a Schmitt trigger circuit .w,hose input comes

from tlie voltage-divided output of the PZT voltage ramp. The trigger level

is set to the voitage corresponding to the bottom o{ the ramp. Once a

spectrum accurnulafion is complete, the data are serially t¡atsmitted to a

microcomputer for permanent storage on magr.retic disk, and fo¡ later vierving

and processing of tlie lineshape (see Appendix {or program listing).

In principle, the experimental setup rvould produce Rayleigh lineshapes

of satisfactory resolution and signal-to-noise ratio to be able to extract the

desired infornlation. In practice, as previousl5' discussed, instabilities degrade

tÌre quality o an accumulated spectrum. The longer the accumulation time,

the greater the signal-to-noise ratio, but also the greater the amount o{ drift,

and hence the worse the degradation of the lineshape.

The experimental setup was modified to suppress the efiecis of d¡ift

due to the instabilities. Further deiail of the arrangement is discussed in tlie
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follorving section.

10 Modifications for Frequency Stabilization

Frequenc¡' stabilizaiion to within - t 10 MHz has been achieved [4] for

several hours, bJ'usjng tlie laser lille itself as a frequenct' reference controlling

the start of data acquisitiou iu each scan. To accomplish this, a small fraction

of the laser beam intensity is diverted by partial reflection (using a beam-

splitting glass slide) into the line of sight of the étalon (see Figure 4). It
is merged rvith ihe collimated scattered light beam b1' another glass slide

(interposed obliquel5' betrveen the collimating lens and the étalon aperture),

rvhicli passes the scattered ìight and reflects a portion of the diverted light

to's'ard the étalon. Both the beam splitler and beam merger are adjusted

so that the diverted beam enters the étalon paraxiaJly, alrd so that finesse is

rnaximized.

Unlike the scattered light, the diverted light has uot been Doppler-

broadened; its spectral rvidth is dete¡mined bv the Q of the laser ca.r,it¡' ¿¡d,

for this particular argon laser, amounts to about l0 MHz. This is much

less than the inhomogeneous Doppler rvidth for most common gases at room

temperature. The diverted light thus provides a relatively monochrorratic

refetence frequenc¡'fo¡ the scattered liglrt spectrum.
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Figure 4: I4odified experimental setup: system stabilized

Amp - amplifier
SCA - single channel analyzer
LPF - low-pass filter
i\4CA - multichannel analvzer
PC - personal computer
PMT - photomultiplier tube
CFP - coufocal Fabrr'-Pérot étalon
BM - beani rnerger
ND - neutral densitv
BS - beam splilter
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Since the diverted and the scattered light are derived from the same

source, the relerence frequency automatically tracks aly physical (laser) fre-

quency drift in the scattering spectrum. An¡' apparenl drift due to insta-

bilitv o{ the measuring apparatus (e.g., thermal expansion of the étaton) is

also compensated for, by the very device of establishing the Ìaser line as a

reference frequenc¡' (this frequency is effectively locked io a ce¡tain channel

numbe¡ in the MCA memory); the scattered peaks remain at a flxed integral

number of free spectral ranges away frorn the reference peak.

In the experiment, the diverted beam has been so attenuaied by partial

reflection, aud b5'neutral delsit¡' fil1s¡. (optical density 8.0) that it represents

oIily a fraction (- 1g-to¡ o{ the i¡te¡sity of the origi¡al beam, in order thal

the photon count rate remain .s'ithin lirnits tirat rvill not damage the p1\{T.

Ever after such attenuatiol, the reference light remains far more intense

than the Rayleigh scattering (as it must be, if it is to provide a reliable

s¡'nchronizing signal for the MCA scan). Also, the reference frequenc), falls

in the middle of the Rayleigh spectrum. For these reasons) the reference light

rvould utterly swamp the Rayleigh siglal if the former were also present .*,hile

the latter were being measured, Although this is not very serious, since the

reference peak is much narrover than the Rayleigh peak (it would shorv up

as a sharp spike ol the sumrnit of a b¡oad peak), it is desirable to acquire

the Raleigh peaks rvithout such artifacts.

This problem is overcome by introducing a¡r elect¡onic shutter (inter-

posed bettveen the beam splitter and the beam rnerger) that admits the
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reference beam at ihe start of each scan for a time long enough to obtain

a synchrouizing signal, but then blocks it for the remainder of each scan

u'hile the measurement of the Ra1'leigh spectrum is actuallS' in progress. It
is possible to detect the ¡eferelLce and the Rayleigh signals at separate times,

despite their overiapping frequencies, because each spectral frequency is re-

visited seve¡al times in the course of a single scan; this is the ¡eason for

having the ramp scalt span several free spectral ranges. Experimental details

of the arrangement are as follows.

As before, a Schmitt trigger circuit fires near the bottom of the ascend-

ing voltage ramp driving the PZT. This time, however, instead of starting

ihe MCA scau directly, the trigger siglral starts a timer (555 Monolithic

Timing Circuit confrgured in a monostable mode) (see Figure 5), and causes

the shutter (Nervport 846HP Bistable Elect¡onic Shutter) to open; rvhen the

preset tirne elapses, the shutter cìoses. The timer controls the shutter as

follou's. An op amp (741) diflerentiator, fed bv the timer, outputs a negative

pulse aud a positive pulse, respectivelv corresponding to tlie rising edge ar.Ld

the falling edge of the timer output. These pulses acti.r'ate the opening and

closing o{ the shutte¡, The gain of the differentiator is adjusted so that the

pulses are clipped and have a rvidth (- 4 ms) that satisfies the operating

demands of the shutte¡. The output of the diflerentiator is sent to a power

stage consisting of a simple puslì-pult amplifier (2N2955 and 2N3055), which

actually drives the shutter load.
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Figure 5; Shutter control stages.
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The duration of the timer is set so as slightly to exceed the time taken

to scan through one free spectral range (- 50 ms in tliis experirnent). This

ensures that the étalon rvill be in tesonance with the laser line (reference

frequency) at least once during the interval rvhen the shutter is open, rÌo

matter at u'hat spectral frequenc¡' the scan begins in relatiorl to the laser

resoltances.

The fi¡st laser resonance detected after the shutter opens acts as a syn-

chronizing signal; it starts the MCA scan, thereby locking tlie laser re{erence

frequency to the first ferv channels in the N{CA memor}'. The resonance is

detected as follows. The PMT signal (after analog arnpliîcation aud dis-

crimination by an SCA to suppress dark noise) is fed, in the form of a digital

pulse train, into a sirnple loÌ,rLpass analog fi1ter (folloived by a non-ilverting

iinear op amp (741) amplifier) to extract the resonance shaped envelope. A

second Schmitt trigger fires rvhen the filtered signal crosses a preset voltage

level, and starts the MCA scan. The trigger is set al the level where the

signal slope is steepest, in order to minimize the sensitivity of the triggering

time to fluctuations in the signal voltage. The RC time constanl of the filter

is roughly matched to the time taken to scan through the rvidth of a reso-

nance (- 1 rns in this case). If the time constant were much less than tlie

reso ance width, the frltered signal would be unnecessarill'jagged, and the

triggering correspondingly erratic; if much greater, the filtered peak rvould be

unnecessarily broad and flat, and tire triggering point lvould become undul¡,

sensitive to the area under the peak, u'hich is proue to fluctuate somelvhat
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from scan to scan.

Another requirement in adjusting the PZT ramp voltage is that the

beginning of the ramp be centered betweeu the voltages corresponding to tu,o

resonance peaks. Tìris configuration ensu¡es maximum voltage separation

between the start of the ramp and a resonance peak. Since the MCA is

triggered of a resonance peak, the possibitit5' of a peak "drifting on', or

"drifting of" the ramp should be minimized; the occur¡ence of such an event

rvould resull in the X4CA triggering of a diferent peak. This rvould do no

harm if the peaks rvere identical and periodic. In practice, however, the PZT

respolìse to the I'oltage ramp is slightly non-linear, and hence triggering of
a dife¡ent peak rvould result in misalignment of subsequent peaks, and a

distorted spectrunì.

The I\4CA stveep time is made slightly smailer than the ramp scan

time, in order that the sweep end before the start of a neu'ramp scan. If
the srveep tine is much shorter than tlie ramp scan, then ouly a portion of

the spectrum rvill be reco¡ded; it is desirable to make full use of the ramp

time, If it is much longer, the NICA might miss the next trigger signal, and

the follorving ramp scan rvould not be recorded; or worse, the MCA miglit

trigger ofl the second resonance u'hich.rvould result in a distorted spectrum

because of the non-linearity misalignment. The I\4CA srveep time is set to

an amount corresponding to approximately half to a full f¡ee spectral range

(FSR) less than a ratnp scan. This is necessar5' because the ramp voltage is

set so that the first resonance appears - 112 o1 a FSR after tire beginning
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of the ramp, plus an allorvance of another 1/2 FSR must be made for the

possibilit¡'o{ drifting, An amoult of time equivalent to mo¡e tlian a full FSR

(less than the ramp scan) is unnecessary because a d¡ift of that magnitude

'rvould result in the MCA unacceptably trrggering of a different resonance)

so that the data t'ould be suspect an)'wa)'.

It is simple to align the dive¡ted laser beam with tlie étalon (real-

time adjustments ma5' be made using an oscilloscope because of the beam,s

relativelS' high intensity). However, it is rnore difficult lo ensure that the

scattered light is properl¡' enterirrg the étalon. The folloiving method rnay

be used to make a rough alignment of the colleclion optics once the diverted

beam is properly aligned (as indicated b5' the attainment of maximunr fi-

nesse). Witli the shutte¡ kept open, and the cell, the PMT, and neutral

density filters removed, the diverted beam (norv intense) partially reflects

off the étalon's entrance mirror to meet rvith the perpendicular undiverted

beam. Adjustment of the latter bear.n to make the trvo intersecl ensures thaf

the "poilt" scattering source in the cell lies on the étalon,s principal axis.

With the collimating lens mounted to tl.Le viewing rvindorv of the cell (l,ith

its {ocal length chosen to match the collimating conditions), tlie cell is placed

in position (in the undiverted beam). Tlie reflected (of tlie étalon) diverted

beam will norv partiall¡' ¡eflect of the center of the lens back to the étalon.

Visual aìignment of this beam (2nd reflection) with the éta1on opening rvill

ensure that the lens is approximately perpendicular to the étalon,s principal

axis. lVith the neutral density filters and the PMT in place, and the cell
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filled with gas, the experiment mal' be couducted
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Part IV
RESUTTS
11. Point Spread Function

In this light-scattering experirnent, laser radiation (monocliromatic and uni-

directional) is used as a probe in investigating moiecular collisions. The

spectrum analyzer "sees" this probe as a narro\r' line i¡r the frequency spec-

t¡um. An acquired gas spectrum sho*'s the effects of molecular motion and

molecular collisions on tl:.is narrou' line. In order to extract the desi¡ed infor-

mation encoded in a lineshape, one must deconvolute the lineshape against

the analJ'zer's point spread function, ivhich is ultimatel¡, the spectrum of a

delta function in the frequency domain.

A pin spectrum, rvhich represents the instrumental point spread func-

tion, was acquired b¡' replacing the gas cell with a pin positioued at the focal

point ol the collimating ler.Ls. Tyndall scattering from tl.Le pin (a macroscopic

object) is pltvsicall¡' as monocìrlomatic as tlie exciting laser lighl. Also, the

pin simulates the directional distribution of light scattered from a gas sam-

ple. A neutral densit¡' filter with adequate attenuatiort rvas placed in front

of the analyzer in orde¡ to prevent damaging the PMT by the intense beam

thai is reflected off the pin. A spectrum r¡¡as accumulated for approximately

one hour so that the effects of any drifting (which occurs on a shorter time

scale) could be taken into a,ccount.
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The resulting spectrum (see Figure 6) shorvs trvo peaks; one due the

leference beam (left peak) used for triggering, and the other due to the pil
(riglit peak). The pin iinervidlh (- 30 MHz) represents the resolution of

the spectrometer due to the étalon finesse (rvith a value of 100 giving a

resolution of 20 MHz) and the overall drift ol the systern (which is wif hin

the claimed bounds of - + 10 MHz) . The reference peak (lineividth - 25

MHz) is of poorer quality rvìrich may be the result of improper alignrnent of

the diverted beam rvith the étalon. This demolstrates that the resolution of

scattered light peaks is not over sensitive to tìre quality of the reference peak

used fo¡ triggering ( the pin peak is narrorver than the reference beam peak).
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Figure 6:

left peak - reference
right peak - pin

Point spread furction spectrum
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L2 Background Peaks

A spectrum (see Figure 7) acquired with the scattering cell evacuated reveals

background peaks due to stray elasticall¡' scattered light. Visual inspection

of the ilside of the cell (positioned in the undive¡ted beam) disclosed a glou,

emerging f¡om the glass rvalls o{ the cell.

The peaks in the spectrum are made up of broad and sharp features.

The sharp spikes may be the result of scattered light entering tl.re étalon

parallel to its principal ¿xis. The broadness of the peaks may be the result

of the superposition of peaks of "bad" finesse arising frorn scattered iight

ra1's not emergiu.g from the focal spot of the collimating lens. Rays entering

the étalon a.l a skewed angle Ìvould contribute to a peak that is relativel¡,

broad. As a result, the final spectrum would be the superposition of peaks

of diferent heights and rvidths ¡esulting from tays ente¡ing the étalon at

difierent angles.
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Figure 7; Stray elastically scattered light spectrum: background peaks
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The stra¡' scattered light has a peak count rate of - 15 Hz rvliich is

on the same o¡de¡ as the anticipated intensities of the Ravleigh peaks of

lou' pressure gases. Subtraction of such background peaks from gas spectra

rnay prove to be difficult. The background peaks rvould have to be scaled

appropriately to match gas spectra accumulated ol'er diferent lengths of

time. Furthermore, the background spectrum and the true gas spectra may

be non-additive. The presence oI the gas itself ma¡, afiect the outcome of the

background component b¡', sa¡', rescattering the stray light or b¡,deforming

the shape of the glass cell, providing a diferent arrangement for ernerging

stra¡' light.

13 Gas Spectra

We chose SF6 (molar mass of i46.05 g/mole and molecula¡ diameter of

4.68 Å, [22]) as the scattering gas because it gives a relatively strong scat-

tered light signal (a result of its high poìarizability).

\4¡ith an illuminatir.Lg wavelength of 5145 Å, and a scatte¡ing arLgle of

90", SF6 gives a, Doppler linewidth o{ 846 l\4H2, r'hich is convenient since the

free spectral range of the éta1on is 2000 MHz. Using the expression [24]

^kT' - ø",d4

u'here P is the gas pressure. & is Boltzmann's constant, ? is the gas tempera-

ture, d is the molecular diameter (d = a.6A Å for SF6), and I is the rnean free
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path of the gas rnolecules, the narrorving efect (mean {ree path - ivavelength

o{ radiation, I = 51.45 Ä) for SFu sliould become noticeable ai a pressure of

6.2 cnr of HS (- * atmosphere).

The spectra for SF6 at diferetl plessures are shot'n in Figure 8. The

peak count rate (to the nearest 5 Hz) for each spectrurn is given in Table

1. One notices from the peak intensities that the lot' pressure spectra are

highl;' influenced by the background peaks, rvliich make the spectra unusable

for lineshape measurements. This is unfortunate because a scaled subtrac-

iion of the background-peaks spectrum from the gas spectra would leave gas

peaks rvith too ferv counts to make any statistically significant rneasurements.

Attempts to solr.e tìris problem by acquiring spectra lor longer times are in-

leasible because of the limited laser operation time (a water pressure interlock

shuts dorvn lhe laser rvheu the rvater filters become excessively dirty).
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Figure 8:

a) 78.0 cm of Hg

b) 52.0 cm of Hg

c) 34.7 cm of Hg

d) 23.1 cni of Hg

e) 15.4 cm of Hg

f) 10.3 cm of Hg

g) 6.4 cm of Hg

h) 4.2 cm of Hg

i) 2.8 cm of Hg

j) 1.8 cm of Hg

k) 1.2 cni of Hg

SF6 spectra for various pressures
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Pressure

Table 1: Peak Count Rates {or SF6

cm of Hg) Spectrum letter Peak count rate

52.0

34.7
oa 1

r5.4

6.4
4.2
2.8
1.8

a

b

c

d

e

f

170
110

85

60
ÀÈ

50
50

45

30
OK

t4 Brillouin Doublets

As rvas initially feared, the SF6 Rayleigh spectra shorv resolved Brillouin

peaks at the higher pressures. Altirougtr not visible il the lorv pressure runs,

tìie peaks still contribute to the overall Iiner¡'idth. Since these extraneous

peaks prevent the proper measurement o{ the Rayleigh line, methods to sup-

press the doublei rvill be discussed. Tìrese possible solutions, though, :nay

result in the sacrifice of other desirable {eatures.

Since the speed of sound in a gas is inversely proportional to the mass

of tlre gas molecule (, : tfr nf t.rl [25], the use of a lighter gas ma¡, result

in a larger separation iu the Brillouin peaks. Unfortunately, changing to a

diferell gas ivill also change the characteristics of the Rayleigh line, since

the rms speed of a gas molecule is of the same order of rnagnitude as lhe

t¿



speed of sound i¡r the gas.

Greytak and Benedek [12] observed the normal Brillouin scattering in

certain gases. By changing the scattering angle from the forrvard to the back-

rvard direction they rvere able to map out the change from a hydrodynamic

to a kinetic character of the fluctuations that give rise to the spectrum. For

increasing scattering angle [13,14], the Brillouin peaks move further from

the central frequercy, and diminish in intensity. Unfortunately, the Rayleigh

Iinervidth a.lso increases with scattering angle, which results in further over-

lapping of the Rayleigh and Brillouin peaks.

One is not restricted to using a gas made up of only one species of

molecules. One ma¡' consider a binary gas mixture consisting of a large

population of light perturber molecules and a small population of heavy

active molecules 1191. This arraùgement may result in a good spectrum

for the follorving reasons. Making up the majority of tlie population, the

light molecules rvould govern the positions of the Briliouin peaks. Since

their thermal speed is higher than thaf of the heavJ' molecules, the Rayleigh

and Brillouin peaks nraJ' be well separated. The heavy molecules would

contribute to the Rayleigh peak sirice they have a relatively larger scattering

cross section (as a result of having a larger number of electrons). Moreover,

the heavy molecules would contribute to a relatively narrower Doppler rvidth

(because of their slorver speeds) which rvouid further enhance the Rayleigh-

Brillouin peak separation.

Further theoretical and experimental investiga.tion would be required



if the aforementioned hypothetical solulions rvere to be implemented. The

right combination of scattering angle, active molecule and perturber molecule

species selectiou, relative populations of the active and perturber molecules,

and other elements not mentiolLed, could produce spectra o{ a quality that

rvouid allorv further lineshape analysis. We rvill not delve into this subject

anl, further as Brillouin scattering (an important topic which is quite involved

on its own) is outside the scope of this experirnent.
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Part V
ÐTSCUSSION ANÐ
COl\{CLUSION
During the course of constructing ald using the experimental setup, several

factors have impeded the overall performance of the system, some mo¡e se-

rious than others. Possible solutions, rvhich attempt to resolve some of the

difficulties, rvill be discussed.

It was mentioned earlier thai the argon laser's continuous operatior.L

time rvas limited by clogged rvater friters and reduced rvater pressure (espe-

cially in summer). Although somervhal costly, a closed-circuit cooling system

may be implemented to provide continuous laser operation over a virtually

endless period.

It was noticed that u'lien the shutter was completely closed, a dim

glow remained. Although this is nol serious since the neutral density fiìters

praciicallS' eliminated the glor', it rvould be better if this leakage did not

occur. Also, the shutter manufacturer claims a se¡vice life in excess o{ one

million operations (our shutter remains operable after - 5 million ¡ecorded

operations); a guaranteed ceiling that should be higher if comme¡cial use of

the system is intended. The use of a higher quality electronic shutter may

sutmount these impediments.

On occasion, satellite peaks appeared on the spectrum. It was dis-

covered th¿t the neutral density filters (NDF) rvere at fault. If the NDF
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were placed perpendicular to the diverted laser beam, then either a tandem

cavity was formed by the NDF and the étalon entrance mirror, or the NDF

¡eflected part of the diverted beam back into the laser cavity which created

some distu¡bance. In either case, a siight angling of tire NDF restored the

speclrum qua"lity to normal.

In preparation for the introduction of the gas sample into the cell, the

rvhole gas handling system rvas evacuated, which included the gas line to

the gas cylinder (since its volume represents a good fraction of the small cell

volume), It was noticed that as soon as the valve to the pump rvas shut, the

pressure in the systern rose (- 1 cnr of Hg per min). The source of the leak

turned out to be the pressure regulator on the gas cylinder. The unit rvas

designed to be leak-tight on the cylinder side of the regulator, but not on

the dispensing side. With this in mind, fills rvere t}ren done euickl¡, f,e ¿yo;¿

contamination with air. This problem produced the most erlot in the lorv

pressure gas samples, rvhich ¡esuÌted in spectra of questionable quality. An

obvious solution to this problem (but not the most practical one) is to have

a large volume gas cell and a very short gas line to the gas cylinder, so that

the gas line to the cyiiuder need not be pumped out.

A more serious problem tvas that at the end of a long accumulation

run (10-20 hours) , the pressure in the cell rose by a fetv centimeters of Hg.

A leak test ¡evealed a system leak rate of - 0.15 cm of Hg per hr. This again

rvas harmful to the low pressure spectra, but was not a cause for concern

since SF6 has a scattering intensity (because of its high polarizability) that
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is over an order of magnitude larger than the ones of the major components

of air. This increase in pressure may have been due to a true leak in the

gas handling syslem, or may have been tlie result of outgas from the Pol¡'fl6

tubing used in the gas distribution to the cell The use of this tubing (as

opposed to copper tubing) was almost essential since its flexibility allotved

no disturbance (such as vibrations from the vacuum pump) to the crucial

positioning of the scattering ce1l. An experimental design incorporating a

sturdy cell nount (that rvould aìso allow easy positioning ol the cell) could

then be fitted rvith copper iubing that does not outgas.

As the result of placing the beam mask a fi¡rite distance (- 2 cm) from

the liglit filarnent, the scattering source will no longer be a true point source.

The resulting spectrum ivill be slightly distorted due to vignetting. Design

of a cell incorporating a suitable mask placed very close to the light filament

rvould alleviate some of the distortion.

As I'as previously discussed, a spectrum acquired rvith the scattering

cell evacuated reveals background peaks due to stray elastically scattered

light. Tire glorv emerging lrom the glass inside the cell mav be elimiuated by

coating the interior of the cell with black paint. Unfortunatel5', this may not

completely ¡esolve the problem since dust and scratches on the surfaces of

the unpainted entrance and exit windows may continue to be strong sources

of stray light. Furthermore, painting the inte¡ior of the cell may introduce

the problem of outgassing at low scattering gas pressures. One ma¡' now

realize tlìe importance in properly designing a scattering cell that avoids



these problems.

In order to obtain maximum scatt,ered lighl, the undiverted beam polar-

ization must be perpendicular (in this case vertical) to the vierving directiou.

It is rvise to perform a polarization check ou the beam to confirm its status.

The half-rvave plate placed in the undiverted beam befo¡e the cell corrects

{or any deviations from the vertical. This is a crucial factor in having a

properly operating system since a horizontally polarized beam rvould result

in no scattering (for electrically spherical molecules) in the viewing plane.

Although the resolution required by the experiment is adequately pro-

vided by tire existilg étalon, a unit tvith higher finesse would be rvelcome in

order to ¡elieve the stringent alignment demands (i.e. the luxur¡' 6f [¿1'¡¡rg

some resolution to spare). Another disturbing fact is that the output of the

ét¿lo¡r is composed of trvo separated spots of diverging di¿meters. Because

of this image formation, the photocathode ol the PMT might not be receiv-

ing the full output iritensity. A converging lens placed between the élalon

and the PMT did not improve the matter. In fact, it mav have rvorsened

the situatiou b]'reducing the spot diameler but keeping the spots separated,

rvhich may have reduced the probability of the photocathode receiving some

lighl from one of the spots. A possible solutior ma]¡ be the use of a PMT

wiÍh a iarge photocathode that would enable the entire light to be detected.

Unfortunately, this would also iucrease the dark noise of the PMT.

Aithough precautions rvere taken to avoid fogging of the PMT housing

window, a mist still formed on the rvindow (especially on humid days), u'hich
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resulted in a dramatic reduction of the scatlered-light count rate. Also,

the dark count rate of the cooled PMT is sensitive to ambient temperature

changes (outside the housing). An upgrade to an uncooled PMT (bialkali

photocathode) rvill signifrcantly reduce the dark count rate, and eliminate

the problem o{ fogging (as rvell as simplifying the experimental setup by

eliminating extraneous cooling apparatus ).

In order to obtain maúmum finesse, a beam must enter tite étalon

along its principal axis. Ðven slight deviation of the alignment results in a

noticeable reduction in fiuesse. The diverted beam may sufer displacement

from its origiual alignment from tlie conrl¡ination of position perturbations

of tire laser, the bean-r splitter, the beam merger, and the étalon. Titese

misalignments may be the results of deformation o{ component mounts due to

temperature clìanges or gravity, or even vibration. As a result, the ¡efe¡ence

beam count rate may decrease to the extenl of losing the ability to trigger

the MCA. FortunatelS', the misalignment ma¡' bss6m¿ noticeable only after

several days, so that a spectrum accumul¿ted over several hours rvill not

sulïer any signifrcant distortion due to the change of triggering level of the

reference peak, it may be good practice, holever, to occasionally check

alignment, making adjustments where required.

Finally, lhere is the serious problem of triggering of the MCA of a

diferent resonance, caused by gross drifting. A possible solution to this

problem is to use a commercia"l ramp generator that compensates for the

PZT non-linearity. Then, if a fa.lse triggering occurs, the peaks shifted by
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one free spectral range lvould align with the previously acquired peaks, and

relatively little spectral distortion would be noticed.

Although the intended purpose of the experirrrent (to measure collision-

ally narrorved Rayleigh lineshapes in gases at sub-atmospheric pressures) u,as

not {ulfilIed, rve have succeeded in developing and const¡ucting a stabilized

high-resolution optical spectrometer th¿t enabied us to acquire gas spectra

of acceptable quality. Further experimentation, hov'ever, could oniy be done

if the setup were completely redesigned with the encounte¡ed dificulties sur-

mounted,
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A Ð,{TAVIEWER,

DATAVIEWER is a GWBASIC program that allows graplìical vierving of a

Ravleigh spectrum, which rna¡' be loaded from disk or from MCA rnemory.

5 REN *****,k,t!È*******¡**r<r.t * DATAVIEI¡IER )r*,r¡r**,rx***r(*.*'r*àr*x**

6 REI{

8 REM Ìlenu

9 REI'I

10 SCREEN 1 :KEY OFF:CLS:L0CATE 4,16:PRINT"DATAVIEI,IER"

15 PRINT: PRINT:PR]NT

20 INPUT " NUI'IBER 0F CHANNETS: ",N:DIM B(N)

30 PRINT:PRINT "n-MENU q-QUIT s - SCALING (MANUAL) "

40 PRINT

50 PRINT : PRINT : INPUT"L OAD FR0l'l DISK (D) 0R NIC0LET (N): ",Lg
55 REM

56 REll Load data fron disk or MCA

57 RErl

58 PRTNT

60 IF L$="D" 0R L$=''d'r THEN INPUT ',FILENAME: ",F$:OpEN "T",#1,F$
65 FOR l=0 T0 N-2:INPUT #1 ,B(I):NEXT I:RESET:c0T0 120

70 OPEN I'C0M1 : 2400,N,7,1,CSo,DSo,C00,' FoR INPUT AS #1

80 TNPUT #1,8

90 FOR I=0 T0 N-2:INPUT #1,8(I):NEXT l:RESET
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100 BEEP : PRINT : INPUT TTSAVE THIS DATA (Y/N): ", S$

105 PRINT

110 IF S$="Y" 0R 56="t" THEN INPUT "FILENAME: ",F$:QPEN 'r0't,#1 ,F$

115 FOR l=0 T0 N-2:PRINT #1,8(I):NEXT I:RESET

117 REM

118 REH Automatic scaling

1 19 REI'I

120 BEEP: SCREEN 2:PRINT TTSCALING

130 IIAXY=B (0)

140 FOR I=1 T0 I{-2

150 ]F B(])>MAXY THEN ÌIAXY=B(I)

160 IF B(])<MINY THEN HTNY=B(I)

170 NEXT I
180 X0=0 : Y0=0: x=N-2 : Y=ÌIAXY

185 REM

186 REM PIot the spectm¡'n on screen

187 REI.I

190 CLS: HIND0!tr (X0, Y0) - (X, Y)

200 LrNE (x0,y0)-(x,y0),r:rrw¡ -(x,y),1
205 LINE (X0,Y),1:LINE - (X0, Y0) , 1

210 L0CATE 25,1:PRINT X0rr, rrYO

215 LDCATE 1,67:PRINT cINT (X) ,' , ,'cINT (Y)

220 FOR I=T0 T0 X:PSET (I,B(I)),r:NSXT t
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230 BEEP

235 REM

236 REI'I l{enu options

237 REM

240 A$=INKEY$rlF LEN(^â,$)=0 THEN 240

2s0 A=ASC(RIGHT$(A$, 1))

260 IF i,=109 THEN CLS:G0T0 30:REM llenu

270 IF A=ltI THEN 180:REl4 Original

280 IF A=113 THEN END:REll Quit

290 ïF Å=115 THEN INPUT "SCALING C00RDINATES XO,yO,X,y ";XO,y0,I,y:
IF X>N-2 THEN PRTNT "0UT 0F RANGE":pRINT:G0T0 290

295 REü

296 REl,l Fractional scale chaage using cursor keys

297 REM

300 IF A=75 THEN X=X/.6

310 IF I>N-2 THEN X=X*.6:c0T0 230

320 IF A=77 THEN X=Xx.6

330 IF A=80 THEN Y=Y/.6

340 IF A=72 THEN Y=Yx.6

350 G0T0 190

360 END
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